Chapter 1 Assignment
Before attempting to answer questions found at the end of chapter 1, you will need to carefully read
and take notes on the chapter to be sure you understand it. Make sure you take the time to research
terms you don’t understand. AT THE END OF THIS ASSIGNMENT PAGE - You will find a checklist
so you know exactly what you must have ready before you hand your work in.

Taking Chapter Notes Guidelines
-

Notes can be submitted typed or written by hand
Notes should include portions of the chapter written in your own words, DO NOT COPY, you
will not remember information that way.
Notes should show that you created tables, and organized information about converting
between units, and that you practiced the example questions.
Example notes can be viewed at: http://theconversation.com/whats-the-best-most-effectiveway-to-take-notes-41961

Chapter Questions to be Completed
Questions 1 through 18
Questions 25 through 28
Questions 31, 32, 36, 39
Questions 55, 56, 63, 64, 67

Chapter 1 Assignment Checklist
1) I have notes taken on looseleaf to hand in, with my name on them and the date and
The title: Notes on Chapter One.

2) I have the questions completed on a piece of looseleaf, with my name and the date on them.
3) I have checked back in August to see if the opening year folder has appeared. I have read the
documents in the file and I know
- How much my class supplies cost, and when I can turn in the money and hand them in.
- What lab safety procedures are and how to conduct myself in lab.
- How to contact Ms. Lucca if i can’t afford supplies or will have trouble accessing work online
from home.
- Please e-mail Ms. Lucca at Clucca@YonkersPublicSchools.org if you have any questions.

